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Introduction:

 Interest in measuring ability or merit in 
competitions, such as races (human, car, 
horses), poker, gymnastics, diving, golf, etc.

 Want to recognize that competitor abilities 
may be changing over time.

 Plenty of existing work on models for head-
to-head competition; surprisingly little on 
multi-competitor games/sports especially 
with time-varying abilities.



Outline:

 Motivating example:  Alpine skiing -
women’s downhill

 State-space model for rank orderings

 Bayesian inference for the model

 Approximate Bayesian inference:  A rating 
system for multi-competitor games/sports

 Application to Alpine downhill skiing data



Motivation: Alpine skiing - women’s downhill



Alpine skiing downhill data:

 Data provided by US Olympic Committee.

 103 event results from Feb 2002 through Dec 
2013 involving a total of 268 women skiers.

 Divided events into 24 six-month periods.  
Our models assume skiing ability does not 
change within six-month periods.

 Each six-month period had 0 to 7 events, with 
a mean of 4.5 events per period.

 Events varied from 8 to 66 competitors.



Basic modeling framework:

 At each time period t, competitor i has 
unknown ability parameter    .

 Rank orderings for an event during time 
period t depend probabilistically on the     .

 The     follow a stochastic process to account 
for the time-variation in ability.

Details of  the model components…



Rank-ordered logit (ROL) model:
For fixed time period t, 

The probability of a ranking is a product of 
multinomial logit probabilities



Stochastic process on    :

 Gaussian random walk:

with the constraint that              .

 Prior distribution on initial abilities:

for all i.



Two approaches to estimating abilities:

 Full Bayesian approach using MCMC 
simulation from the posterior distribution

 Principled method to estimate abilities over time

 Very computationally intensive

 Approximate Bayesian rating system which 
approximates the ROL likelihood at each time 
period by a normal likelihood

 Ability estimates may not be as reliable

 Relatively quick



Full Bayesian inference:

 Special case of Bayesian inference for dynamic 
multinomial logit regression model.

 Fit model via MCMC, implemented in JAGS.

 Very slow – takes about 2 days to complete.



Development of a rating system:

 Want to update the distribution of the     on an 
ongoing basis as new competitions take place.

 Cannot realistically perform MCMC after each 
competition or rating period.

 Alternative approach:

 Estimate    and     , treat as fixed and known.

 Successively update the distribution of      after 
competition data are observed to obtain the 
distribution for         .



Rating system recursive procedure:

 For all i at the start of period t who compete, 

 Observe competition results; form rank ordered 
logit likelihood function.

 Approximate posterior distribution by a normal 
distribution:

 Update posterior distribution for     at time t
to prior distribution at time t+1:  



Comparison to full Bayesian model:

 Rating system is not fully efficient.

 Ignores posterior covariances among the     .

 Normal approximation may be poor especially 
with limited number of competitions.

 Need to estimate    and    , and then treat 
as known.

 Rating system applies only to inferring 
most recent abilities (though a smoothing 
algorithm can be employed to infer past 
abilities).



Estimating    and    :

 For candidate values of    and    , run 
approximate Bayesian updating

 For last 1.5 years of competition results, 
compute weighted average of Spearman rank 
correlations between competitor rank orders 
and posterior means of the     .

 Choose    and      to optimize the weighted 
rank correlations.

 Can use Nelder-Mead algorithm to perform 
optimization



Ties and DNFs in Alpine skiing:
 8.7% of competitors “did not finish” (DNF) events

 4.4% of competitors tied in an event’s ranking

 Placement in Alpine skiing is based on a point 
scoring system. Only top 30 finishers per race 
receive points.

 For each competitor, points are summed over best 
three performances. 

 It is therefore not uncommon for some competitors 
to have identical total points within an event.

 Need to account for ties and DNFs in the model.



Addressing ties and DNFs:

 Basic model does not lend itself cleanly to ties.

 Gold standard:  Likelihood as a mixture of ROL 
probabilities under all possible permutations of ties.

Example:  Suppose competitors 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 race. 

 1 comes in first place
 2, 3, and 4 tie for second
 5 comes in fifth place

The likelihood contribution would then be the average 
of the probabilities of the orderings



Handling ties and DNFs: (cont’d)

 Good – likelihood is essentially an average 
over all permutations of tied competitors

 Bad – with even a few ties, mixture 
likelihood can result in enormous 
computational difficulties

Comments on the gold standard for 
handling ties:



Our approach to ties and DNFs:

 Full Bayesian model:  Randomly permute tied 
competitors as part of an MCMC iteration. 

 This is equivalent to a Monte Carlo estimate of the 
gold standard approach.

 Approximate Bayesian rating system:  Act as though 
each competitor in the tie defeated the others (and 
everyone else lower in the rank ordering)

 This approach is due to Breslow and Crowley, 1974.

 All factors in the likelihood are still multinomial 
logit probabilities with this approach.



Results:

Estimation of standard deviation parameters:

 The parameter    is inferred precisely, but      is not 
as well-estimated.

 The approximate Bayes estimates are smaller than the 
full Bayesian posterior means.  



Results: (cont’d)

Top active skiers at the end of 2013:



Results for Lindsey Vonn and Julia Mancuso



Comparison between Vonn and Mancuso: 
Full Bayesian (left), Approximate Bayesian (right)



Probability Vonn outperforms Mancuso over time



Predictive accuracy:
 Estimated strengths (both full and approximate 

Bayesian) at the end of 2013 to measure predictive 
accuracy with 7 events in the first 3 months of 2014.

 Examined whether grouping games into 3-month 
periods and 12-month periods (in addition to 6-month) 
affected results.

 Calculated weighted Spearman correlations across 7 
events.



Conclusions:
 Fully Bayesian inference can be implemented via 

MCMC sampling from the posterior distribution.

 Approximate Bayesian updating is a realistic 
practical alternative for ongoing ability estimation 
by leagues and sports adminstrators.

 Ties and DNFs easily incorporated in both types 
of approaches.
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